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Mechanically LHPTM is based on
Reversible airAC Enthalpy Recovery

Ventilator (ERV)TM 

a regenerative, balanced unit using a counter-flow
principle including stable, plate enthalpy recovery cells 

- Anti-freeze - the cells do not freeze 
-thermal efficiency is on the average 90%, 

-Up to 105 % due to enthalpy
- (tested by SINTEF/Norway and
VTT/Finland), 
- balancing internal relative humidity between
40-65% 
- no humidifier is needed the winter 
- no dehumidifier is needed in the summer 
- natural free evaporative (swamp) cooling
assists recovery 
-Anti-bacteria  
-Self-cleaning

Reversible function cyclically rinses the cells enabling high
efficient heat transfer and good air quality. 



  

airAC takes advantage of cyclic and reversible phase change of
water (liquid) and moisture (vapour). This is called latent heat of
vaporization. 

When ultra-fine mist of air is released into the air, it evaporates
almost instantly. This sucks heat out of air, as water absorbs the
energy it needs to evaporate. This process, called “adiabatic
saturation”, is well known scientific principal that has been used for
year to lower air temperature in outdoor zones. The air temperature
is automatically lowered essentially. 



  

LHP Reversible Regenerative Enthalpy Recovery

   Ventilator (ERV) recycles energy and humidity
WARM                                                  COOLNESS

1. period

2. period

air gets cool

cell gets warm

air gets warm

    +40oC 

+23oC 

dew point

Humidity cyclically condensates and evaporates
plus releases and absorbs heat. 

cell gets cool

Cells are self-
cleaning and
microbe-free.

Humidity balancing.
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PCMs and LHPTM

    Phase Change MaterialsPCM  (for example paraffin compounds,
perlite embedded with hydrated calcium chloride) are the key
element in LHP technology, which utilizes energy (latent heat of
FUSION) generated during the transition of materials from solid to
liquid and liquid to solid.  

    
     LHP is using a unique design to store and release heat within

minutes without compressor.

 PCMs transfers heat 100 times better than aluminium. 
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LatentHeatPump

Halves energy bills.

indoor

outdoor
Can be combined with existing AHUs 

+18oC

+45oC
RH90%

LHPTM
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Short comparison table
 
                              Conventional air-con vs. LatentHeatPump

• Connection power requirement 5 kW 0,5 kW
• Coefficient of Performance 3.0 9.0+ 
• Evaporative (swamp) cooling No Yes
• Compressor Yes No
• Refrigerant Yes No
• Piping/Leakage Yes No
• Ventilation heat recovery No Yes
• Moving parts A lot Few
• Patenting No Patented
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The main critical issues of the conventional air-conditioning 

1) Fuel consumption
For modern engines (bypass 5:1), the present increase in fuel consumption due to bleed air only would

be almost four times higher than an equivalent sized turbojet for the same amount of bleed air.

Boeing already uses electrically driven compressor instead of inefficient bleed port system.

2) Vapor is a problem 
After the air has been cooled down (third time) in the compressor, water vapor in the air condenses,

forming fog and high humidity. To get rid of this, the air after the expansion turbine is passed
through a water separator, which uses centrifugal force to throw the water particles into a coalescer

bag that absorbs the moisture. 

A staggering amount of enthalpy/energy/latent heat is lost like in recuperative heat exchangers.     

3) Cabin Air Quality
Air recirculation (ca. half of total air flow) reduces need of bleed air.  On the other hand HEPA-type filters

are used. They do, however, require replacement at periodic maintenance intervals. 

4) Low efficient heat exchangers
Irreversible recuperators condensate humidity freezing in the cold climate condition. Water is
permanently on the surface creating a breeding ground for microbes and eliminating efficient heat

transfer.  

Airplane AC&ventilation
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Air

Cycle

Machine

(ACM)
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LHP in Airplane
LHP is regulated by the Environmental Control System (ECS). 

LHP differs a lot from the Air Cycle Machine (ACM):

- Higher grade efficiency1 

- Reduces the use of the Bleed System1

- Lower fuel consumption (especially when bypass 5:1)1

- Simpler construction, compressorless, no turbine

- Improved reliability

- Less air filtering, no recuperators, no microbes

- Less air recirculation2

- Excellent Cabin Air Quality

- Automatic and unique humidity recovery3

- Are Mix Manifold4 and Heat Exch5 required?

- Also on ground operation6
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LHP in Airplane

Engine

   Bleed system1<?

Cabin

Cargo

etc.

           Auxiliary Power Unit (APU):

LHP is available also on ground operation and low
altitudes cooling and dehumidifying the ambient air.

   Heat exch/Precooler                        Ozone Converter                            Mix Manifold

Trim/Ram air

                                                         Air recirculation?2                        Stale, warm and humid air

LHP, patented
-ERV, 2 pat.

-Heat pipe, pat. X
x400oF?/30psi3

Air Cycle Machine (ACM)

LHP gains RecyclingEnergy rather than air cycling.

50%2

No compressor

No turbine

No recuperators

Non-freezing1

No water separator

Less air filtering X4X5

6

Stale air

Passengers damp the air3

60oF/11.8 psi/%RH<53

60-85oF/%RH10-203

Vs. Boeing 787



  

LHP in Airplane
By providing 100% outside air to the flight deck, the air supply temperature
can be near freezing if required, much cooler than if the air was mixed with
recirculated air. The drawback is that the air in the flight deck is much drier. 

Some jetliners provide 50% recirculated air to the flight deck, to increase
pilot comfort by raising the humidity. 

Our proposal:
1) The compressor is used instead of bleed port system, vs. Boeing 787, and

vs. APU.
2) The LHP substitutes the ACM as follows:

Passengers generate heat (100 W/h/person) and vapor (ca. three
liter/24h/person). This internal energy is transferred in the LHP into fresh
ambient air. Then ambient air enters the cabin etc. 
The supply air is now warmer and more humid. Used stale air flows out. 
Is air recirculation needed at all?

3)       On ground operation and low altitudes LHP including PCMs (COP 33) cool
and dehumidify the cabin air.  
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